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My heart is replete with vigor to introduce the first school E-

magazine under the patronage of our venerable principal Max-

well Shanti and vice principal, Mrs Sarah Waseem. 

In Saftopedia, students have written everything by themselves. 

Nothing has been taken from the internet or any other book with 

the exception of quotations and jokes. It shows the capacity and 

proficiency of our students. Through this magazine they have got 

a platform where they may expound their concealed talents 

through proper channel. It will provide its reader the targeted  

information and news about our school history, how to overcome 

your anger, different articles and many other informative topics. 

It would enhance the knowledge of your children. 

In future, we are also planning to invite the parents and  

ex-Anthonians to chip in, to adorn and embellish this magazine. 

We encourage you to give your comments through the school 

website  to make it more meaningful in future. 

I am indebted to my team-members, without their cooperation it 

would not be possible to bring out this first edition. 

We have an anticipation that you would value our first humble  

attempt. 

 

 

Javaid John 

Editor 
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Message From  

The Principal 

I am pleased to see the emergence of new school magazine by the 

name of SAFTOPEDIA. I am more pleased to see that it is a 

combined effort of students and teachers of the school. As we all 

know, St. Anthony’s High School, Faisal Town always encour-

ages the students and the teachers to take initiatives to exhibit 

their innovative and creative ideas in different ways. It may be 

through science exhibitions, activities, sports or in writing. 

SAFTOPEDIA is an outcome of that innovations and creative 

ideas that the students had been busy with in putting on paper. All 

content appearing in these pages are not cut-and-paste or copied 

from other authors, they are genuinely written by the children. In 

future, we would like to see more participation by the parents and 

all students. Take few minutes and go through the ideas and at-

tempts that our children have made under the guidance of their 

teachers and encourage them for the future. Let us make it our 

own magazine rather than a magazine of a few people. God bless 

you.  
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Mr. Maxwell Shanti 



 

 

Vice Principal’s Message 

Dear Students/Parents, 

As per the legacy of school, we are feeling proud to launch an-

other nurturing platform for our students to nourish their creativ-

ity. We believe that our students will utilize this opportunity to 

exhibit their gifted pearls of creative ideas and expressions in 

their writings that can touch anyone's heart.  

Our school magazine will be a tool to provide opportunity and 

experience to unlock their veiled talents and abilities. Students, 

parents and teachers will work like a team to uplift this construc-

tive work that can fulfill the unique demands of this society. It is 

believed that Saftopedia will portrait the real picture of enriched 

school values and meaningful blossoming of our young brains. 

 

Sarah Waseem 

Vice Principal 
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A Brief History of The School (Part I) 
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                             School History according to Mr. Maxwell Shanti 

Beginnings 

Archbishop Armando Trinidad 

An educationist himself created the vision for this institution. 

He was the chairman of the Catholic Board of Education 

(CBE). 

Fr. Henry Van Dan Brook 

A Capuchin missionary, who had worked for almost 50 years 

for education, acquired the land for the school. 

 

Col. L. Charles Rath 

He was the principal of St. Anthony’s High School, Mall 

Road, initiated and supervised the construction of this build-

ing in 1987. 

George William 

The principal of Don Bosco High School Empress Road for 
50 years, coordinated the administrative work in 1989-1990. 

 

H. D. Maxwell Shanti 

The principal of Lasal High School, Faisal Abad, was invit-
ed by Arch Bishop Armando Trinidad to start the school. He 
started the pioneering work on 17th Feb 1990. 

Recruitment of staff and registration for admissions up to 

class 5 started in earnest from 1st March 1990.  

( to be continued) 



 

 

About Nawab Sadiq 

Muhammad Khan  

Sir Sadiq and  Quaid-e Azam were close friends. He donated 70 

million rupees to Pakistan and the salaries of all the government 

departments for one month were also drawn from his treasury. 

He had a huge contribution in education as well. He founded  

Sadiq Public School, Sadiq reading library and Islamia  

University. Lets thank him for his huge contribution in making  

Pakistan.  

Sarah Samer 

Class 8A 
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God 

God is like a software. 

 

 He enters our lives, 

 

Scans our problems, 

 

Edits our tensions, 

 

Downloads solutions, 

 

Deletes all our worries, 

 

And  

saves our lives. 

Suleman Khokhar  

Class 7C 
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My School 

Stars are many  

 Moon is one 

Friends are many 

 Best is one 

Rays are many  

 Sun is one 

Countries are many 

Pakistan is one 

Principals are many 

 Maxwell is one   

Schools are many  

St. Anthony’s is one 

And 

Children are many  

But Anthonian is one! 

M.Sheheer  

Class 5B 
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“ B u i l d e r s  O f  N a t i o n ”   

They are the builders of nation, 

They are the selfless souls, 

They are the special blessings, 

They are the real mansions, 

They are our assets, 

They are our pride! 

They are torch-bearers,  

They are our Light! 

Few words can never pay back, 

It’s a humble tribute!  

To all my respectable teachers, 

A heartfelt gratitude! 

Roshan Abid 

 Class 6C 
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In every difficult moment,  

You were there to help us, 

What being a leader really meant,  

You perfectly showed us,  

All your kind words,  

Will always encourage us, 

 Through our journey of life,  

your advices will help us,   

This school you made, 

 from your blood, sweat and tears,  

Among the stars,  

Is now shining beautifully, 

Your hard work and encouragement, 

Helped grew many seeds, 

Into beautiful flowers, 

May you be blessed, 

With all the happiness and joy! 

Ayaat Faisal  

Class 8C 
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Ariyana Samuel 10-A 

Minal Shakeel 8-A 
 

Joshua Qaiser 7-A 

Minal Shakeel 8-A 

Michal Shamas 6-A 

Aaron Samuel  class 10C 
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9A busy in studies 
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7C Students in a group photo 

Junior students ready for  

sports period 



 

 

Few lines for my Mother 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My mother is my first teacher. She teaches me how to eat. 

She always cares for me and works hard. When I am hun-

gry ,she makes a meal for me .When I am in trouble or get 

sick, she cries all night and prays for me, but when she 

is  in trouble, she doesn’t tell anyone because she thinks 

if I tell  my children they will get tense. When you smile 

it’s like heaven for me. 

 

The quote is true,  

 

  “Paradise lies under the feet of your mother.” 
 

Michal Shamas   

Class 6A 
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What is anger?  

Anger is an emotion characterized by enmity towards  

someone. There are some tips below to manage your anger:  

1. Think before you speak 

2. Big fights often happen over something small so don't be 

angry, because people make mistakes. 

3. Take time out. 

4.  Don't hold a grudge. 

5. Forgiveness is a powerful tool so forgive others. 

6. Spend some time doing enjoyable physical activities. 

7. Don’t be mad just focus to solve the issue. 

As a wise scholar said, 

"“Don't live your life with anger and hate in your heart. You'll 

only be hurting yourself more than the people you hate.” 

 

                                                Tajweed Fatima  

         Class 7A 
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“God is the name 

people give to the 

reason we are here.” 

    Motivational Quotes 

          

“However difficult life 

may seem, there is 

always something you 

can do and succeed at.”  

“Intelligence is the 

 ability to adapt to        

 change.” 

“People won't have 

time for you if you are 

always angry or 

complaining.”  

 By Stephen Hawking 

Manisha Sanora  

Class:8-A 
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 Kill the negativity in yourself. 

 Build self-control. 

 Always appreciate others. 

 Avoid overthinking. 

 Surround yourself with positive 

people. 

Five ways to be a positive person! 

Santa went to the court: 

Judge: “Order! Order!” 

Santa: “1 Pizza, 2 Cold drinks!” 

Judge: “Shut up!” 

Santa: “No, just 7up!” 

 

Joke 

Sher Ejaz  

Class 8C 

Eman Afzal  

Class 8A 
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G a d g e t s  

A Camera Contact Lens 

A Camera Contact Lens is a type of camera in the eye lenses 

which recovers everything you see from your eyes. It is helpful 

to detect many other things as well. 

Sight Glasses 

These are electronic glasses for people who are partially or com-

pletely blind. It enables them to see and it’s very useful for blind 

people.  

The Lifestraw 

The Lifestraw is a type of straw that 

filters out the bacteria from the water 

you are drinking and makes it clean.  

Seabin 

A Seabin is a type of electric bin that 

floats in water and automatically 

takes in all the garbage in the water.  

Edible Blob 

Edible Blob is an edible water bub-

ble which is made to avoid plastic 

water bottles. It is a ball shaped bub-

ble of water.  

Fingerprint Sensor Lock 

This fingerprint lock makes it easier to secure 

your stuff . Biometric technology makes your 

fingerprint the key that opens the lock.                   

Arsh Faisal   

Class 6C 
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Incredible Facts  

1. The entire world’s population could fit inside  Los  

   Angeles, if every person stands shoulder -to-    

   shoulder. 

2. The hottest chili pepper (Dragon’s Breath chili  

   pepper) is so hot that it could kill you. 

3. Four babies are born every second. So there are  

   approximately 250 births each minute , 15,000  

   each hour and 360.000 each day and 131.4 million   

   each year.  

4. The coldest temperature ever recorded was -144  

   degrees Fahrenheit, it was recorded in Antarctica. 

5. It’s estimated that Sweden has more islands than  

   any other country, with 221,800 islands.  

6. All giant pandas in zoos around the world are on  

   loan from China. 

7. Facebook has more users than the population of  

   the U.S., China and Brazil combined.  

8. Singapore’s crime rate is so low that many shop 

    keepers do not even bother to close the door     

    when they close at night. 
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Amazing Facts 

 

 

 

 

 

1. North Korea and Cuba are the only  places you can’t  

    buy Coca-Cola because it still hasn’t officially made its  

    way to these countries.  

2. There are only three countries in the world that don’t  

    use the Matric System. These are Liberia, Myanmar and   

    the United States. 

3. Japan is the world’s most earthquake-prone country. 

4. South Sudan is the youngest country in the world. 

5. More people visit France than any other country. 

6. Indonesia is the home to some of the shortest people in  

    the world. 

 

 

 

Mashazable Rachel  

  Class 10A 
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